
Ep. 2045 Notes

Profound Epistemology

Imaginary Mind after set theory Autoassociative

Accounting action during Theory

Statistics Natural before Law

Reverbalization (decendent beta)

Shallow verbalism > Marxism > positive social constructionism

Marxism is New Mysticism, sophistry, pseudoscience (dependent upon overloading) dependent

upon monopoly

Mind Virus (toxoplasmosis) psychological warfare against “the othered” people (host population)

Faith = Trust equal to social trust

Faith x Truth not equal to truth

CONTENTS:

Theory narrative candidate (search criteria)

Operation to change

1st Principle binding and limits

Leading to Moral AI

1. SCIENCE introduction;

2. Why, What’s humbling here?  (sacred cows beware!)

3. What is science?

Logic, theory, law, epistemology

4. Get Over It!  (really…  any time, or just stay a beta…, it’s OK to not do the work to manifest your

potential as a human being, if you prefer not to do the work…)

Generalization of evolutionary computation through all.

Sacred Cows are held in by pretenses that require work to recognize and to get over.

All of this is to generate (prior to reading the body of the work) an autoreflective grounding function in

the reader, which can be punctuated (?) by the diamond symbology discussed.

THE PLAN

Our strategy

Why are we doing this?

What has gone wrong?  (In Western Civilization)

Options on how to fix it



Recommendations

The crisis of our age

The options

(Here I wrote that we might consider making a conference…which is my suggestion.)

We have come to exhaust online social opportunities, but not educational opportunities online.

DIAMOND

Supply demand curves for all areas (of different sizes).

Grammars descending from the top apex to the bottom apex in increasing inflationary terms,

matched to ethical bounds, truth bounds and bounds of deception, to evil at the base.

(I am calling the upper half of the diamond the “ascendant alpha” ethical domain, and the lower

half the “descendent beta” underworld.)  (topside and downside).

Descendent Beta

Financier > professor > politician > priest

True testimony

Truthful

Honest

Sacred cows are emotionally tethered to their owners, and are girded by verbalistic pretensions by the

owner.

“It really is OK if you want to be a Beta…”

Mytho-Credentialism

Athlete

Elite

Ethical domains in the diamond;

Virtuous (at apex)

Moral  (top triangle, ascendant alpha range)

<Horizontal Line>

Ethical (lower 3 triangles, ascending alpha range)

<Horizontal Line>

Unethical (upper three triangles, descending beta range)

<Horizontal Line>

Immoral (lower triangle, descant beta range)

Evil (at apex)

The Philosopher’s Stone



Wonderful session, Curt!  I very much enjoyed it.

B


